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Aspects économiques de la défense à travers les grands conflits mondiaux

The economic aspects of defence through major world conflicts

Rabat, août 2004
Hidden treasure: The Italian war economy's contribution to the German war effort, (1943-1945)
Dr. Timothy D. Saxon (Etat-Unis)

Introduction

Gerhard Schreiber has described the German conquest, occupation, and exploitation of Italy in 1943 as the Wehrmacht’s “last victory” of the Second World War.1 His description is correct in that the German seizure of Fascist Italy produced a substantial economic windfall that materially assisted Germany in continuing the Second World War until the economic collapse of Hitler’s Reich. Italy, even after the bitter war years from 1940-1943, remained a prize worth winning. The German conquest and subsequent economic exploitation of Italy raise a variety of important questions, inspired in part by Peter Liebermann’s book, Does Conquest Pay? Why did a society as nationalistic and modern as Italy cooperate with the German occupation? What factors allowed the Germans to extract a significant material advantage from their occupation? Did this exploitation of Italy inspire resistance or were other factors more important in the thinking of Italians who chose to fight the German occupation? Does the Italian experience during World War II have any current relevance to potential conflicts around the globe? 2

Strategic Considerations of the Italian Campaign

Italy occupied a central place in Allied strategy after the May 1943 defeat of Axis forces in Tunisia. Removing Fascist Italy from the war would eliminate the only power directly supporting the German war effort with a significant number of troops in the European theater. Italian troops, large numbers of whom had been killed and captured in North Africa and Russia, still defended parts of the Balkans, Greece, and southern France against Allied invasion. Moreover, removing Italy from the war might undermine the continued participation of Hungary and Romania as Axis allies as well as head off potential Turkish moves favoring the Axis.3 Spanish and Swiss support for Germany might also be reduced in the event an Allied conquest of Italy.

Removing Italy from the war also offered the chance to strike a stinging economic blow to the German war effort. When German officials surveyed the Italian economy in May, 1943, a surprising picture of the Italian war economy emerged.4 Major General Hans Henrici, a member of the German economic staff in Italy, told Allied interrogators after the war that German autho-
rities learned that northern Italy had "a sufficient number of highly modern factories" and "the best and most modern machines of German, American and Swiss origin." Moreover, large numbers of highly-skilled industrial workers lived in northern Italy, where German administrators could draw upon them to support the German war effort. Italy's petroleum production facilities and naval shipyards were located in northern Italy as were some twenty-seven aircraft factories and sixty-four arms and munitions works. Although total Italian industrial output amounted to only 2.7 percent of world production in 1939, Italy's industrial base was a considerable prize if added to Germany's 10.7 percent of world production.

Why didn't Allied strategic planners consider the economic potential of northern Italy when drafting their plans to eliminate that nation from the war? Allied forces needed to approach Italy from North Africa via Sicily and then to the heel of the boot-shaped Italian peninsula. Short-ranged Allied fighter aircraft imposed an absolute limit on possible invasion sites, given that the German Luftwaffe, which Ultra intelligence tracked closely, still packed a potent punch in the Mediterranean theater. Moreover, the Germans had retained most of their armor and motorized forces in northern Italy, which meant the farther north the Allies landed, the more powerful the initial German counterattack against the Allied beachhead was likely to be. A plan calling for the landing of the American 82nd Airborne Division near Rome was the boldest Allied proposal of an otherwise unimaginative and uninspired campaign. When German force levels increased in the Rome area, General Dwight D. Eisenhower cancelled the landing at the last minute on 8 September 1943, effectively eliminating any Allied attempt to contest Germany for control of northern and central Italy at an early stage in the campaign.

Conquest: Operation Achse

The coded message, "Bring in the Harvest," initiated Operation Achse, the German scenario for an Italian surrender and Allied invasion of Italy in September 1943. The message was an altogether appropriate one given what followed. German forces quickly seized control of Italy's transportation hubs including ports, roads, and railroads, often against stiff Italian resistance. Erwin Rommel's plan, predicated on an Allied invasion of Italy as far north as Rome, called for German forces to abandon southern Italy and fall back at least as far as the Italian capital. Albert Kesselring's decision to disregard this plan by resisting at Salerno and conducting a fighting withdrawal to the Liri Valley line south of Rome was one of the war's most important strategic decisions. Not only did the Germans retain control of northern Italy's industrial base, they also prevented the establishment of the U.S.A.A.F.'s Fifteenth Air Force on forward bases from which it would have been able to bomb targets deep in Eastern Europe more effectively than they could from the Foggia airfield complex deep in southern Italy.

German planners, who had been operating in Munich since early August under the cover name of "Economic Staff Aschaff," pursued two particular goals in the early stages of the takeover. Having surveyed the potential boost to German war production that assimilating Italian industry offered, planners wanted to integrate Italian factories and farms into the German war economy quickly and efficiently. They also wanted to keep the Allies from seizing Italy's industrial capacity, something that better fit with Kesselring's developing strategy than Rommel's plans to abandon much of the Italian peninsula. Economic Staff Aschaff's plans and actions after Operation Achse played a critical role in restoring Italian war production.

An urgent meeting held on 17 September 1943 discussed the necessity of putting the Italian economy back to work. Participants clearly understood that reaching this goal required several steps. First, German administrators needed to put an Italian administrative structure in place that could assume responsibility for supervision of the Italian economy. Second, the meeting's participants, who made no attempt to cover the purpose of restoring the functioning of the Italian economy, learned that Italy would suffer the same fate as other occupied states. Minutes recorded that, despite the presence of Italian representatives from the Bank of Italy, Alfa Romeo, and other Italian concerns, "[e]xperience has shown clearly that the exploitation of foreign countries is possible only when the local administrative and economic institutions are made useful in the quickest way possible for the area's own requirements." Finally, participants noted that military security and mobility required the restoration of Italian infrastructure to working status as quickly as possible.

Shortly thereafter Army Group B's commander established a committee (Italienische Wirtschaftskomitee beim Deutschen Oberbefehlshaber) to direct the Italian economy with seven members named by his Representative for Direction of the Economy (Beauftragter für die Wirtschaftsführung). The Committee worked at the Provincial Economic Council's office in Milan and had responsibility for establishing food, price, and wage policies for Italian civilians, direction of the economy in the Army Group's area, and reporting the economy's requirements. The German administration would enforce current economic laws, although changes could be ordered by the Army Group commander. On 12 September 1943, Hitler had assigned Albert Speer sole responsibility for arms production in Italy. The Committee therefore noted that questions concerning armaments were to be directly controlled by the Special Representative of the Reich's Minister for Armaments and War Production (Sonderbeauftragter des Reichsministers für Bewaffnung und Kriegsproduktion), who initially focused on restoring motor vehicle production, an area of strength given the presence of Alfa Romeo, Fiat, and other well-known Italian vehicle producers in northern Italy.
Lagging coal deliveries constituted an immediate problem hindering restoration of full production. In August 1943, a month before the Italian surrender, only 700,000 tons arrived. The reduction of coal shipments in the chaos after the German takeover almost crippled production, and shortfalls of rubber, iron, oil shipments also had to be made good. The lack of coal and centralized planning put serious limits on Italian production in September 1943. The situation improved in October 1943 as coal deliveries increased to 1,400,000 tons, ninety-three percent of the target. German authorities dramatically reduced the target in November 1943 to 400,000 tons, of which 385,000 were delivered. Coal deliveries slowly rose in early 1944 only to collapse in the late 1944 to 100,000 tons, less than a forty percent of the promised 250,000 tons.

The German occupation of Italy uncovered large stockpiles of raw materials that Italian industrialists had carefully hoarded in hopes of being the first to initiate consumer production at the war's end. Field Marshal Albert Kesselring reported that he believed the Italians had pursued "a deliberate policy of hoarding quite beyond my comprehension. The discovery, after the defection of the Italians in 1943, of vast stores of unused war material is alone sufficient proof of this cheese-paring." Major General Hermann Burkhart Mueller-Hillebrand confirmed after the war that Italian industrialists had engaged in hoarding.

Italy, for instance, would make counterrequests for large quantities of raw materials and coal. In this connection, moreover, as was discovered after the defection of Italy in September, 1943 when the Italian armament industry was more strictly controlled by German agencies, the Italian government had never been in full control of its industries. Raw materials sent from Germany for armament purposes were found hoarded for post-war purposes.

German officials used some of these raw materials in Italian factories and assigned material reshipment to Germany, which began the day of the German takeover, high priority in the administration of the Italian industrial base. In September and October 1943 alone, some 68,200 tons of raw materials were transported back to Germany.

Despite this hidden wealth of materials, Italian officials had requested increased raw-material shipments prior to the Italian surrender in September 1943. Given this situation, it can be argued that the Italian collapse rendered a significant service to the German war effort. Germany gained control over Italian production and raw material caches after the Italian surrender. German control of Italian production facilities permitted the determination of the Italian war industry's true raw material requirements and allowed the transfer of excess raw materials back to Germany.

The discovery of hoarded raw materials challenges interpretations of Italian economic weakness as resulting from the shortage of such goods. While Italian arms producers could not match German production in terms of total output, Italian factories could have significantly increased armament production during the Second World War using materials stockpiled by Italian industrialists. Evidence suggests that the low levels of Italian production stemmed more from weak state control of the industrial sector than it did from a shortage of raw materials. Lucio Ceva and Giorgio Rochat note that "in September 1943 the Germans seized three times as much steel as was available in 1940." The return of such raw materials to Germany materially assisted the rapid expansion of German war production in late 1943 and early 1944.

Mussolini's lack of control over Italy's war industries lay at the root of the Italian economic failure in World War II. One scholar describes the Italian effort at mobilizing national resources during the Second World War as 'trifling' when compared with that of the First World War. An examination of economic figures bears out this assertion. Stephen Harvey notes that certain non-strategic industries were virtually unaffected by the war: private expenditure on furniture for example was 5,837,000,000 lire (1939 values) in 1939 and had dropped only slightly to 5,282,000,000 lire in 1942. It is illuminating to compare national economic investment in the First World War with that in the Second World War. Statistics for the ratio between consumption and investment show that mobilization of national resources 1939-45 was trifling compared to 1915-18:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>1915</th>
<th>1916</th>
<th>1917</th>
<th>1918</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>21.9</td>
<td>30.2</td>
<td>30.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1940</td>
<td>1941</td>
<td>1942</td>
<td>1943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+5.7</td>
<td>+6.8</td>
<td>+2.9</td>
<td>-2.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Moreover, as recent research affirms, no shortage of raw materials precipitated Italy's poor production record and eventual defeat. What explains Fascist Italy's poor performance? Mussolini's government failed to impose a strict regime demanding maximum production. This failure to control Italian producers, not a dire shortage of raw materials, constitutes the primary economic factor contributing to Italian defeat in the Second World War.

Albert Speer, German minister of armaments and war production, quickly and energetically reorganized Italian arms manufacturing. His efforts, combined with those of other German administrators of the Italian war economy, resulted in Italy contributing nearly fifteen-pluss percent of total German war production during 1944. Between April and October 1944, German representatives purchased some RM 299,000,000 worth of goods from Italian
industry. Purchases of consumer goods and textiles, which alone were valued at some RM 300,000,000, aided the German war effort by relieving pressure on German factories that increasingly focused on arms production. Although iron ore production sank from 835,773 tons in 1943 to 390,483 tons in 1944, Italy still provided significant amounts of aluminum, mercury, zinc, copper, and manganese ores for production. Iron production sank from 684,000 tons (1943) to 232,938 tons (1944), as did steel production, which fell from 1,727,201 tons (1943) to 1,026,193 tons (1944), which was not as important as it may first seem, given that large stockpiles of iron and steel existed in Italian warehouses in 1943. Italian factories also manufactured fuses, cartridge shell casings, long-barreled antitank and antiaircraft guns, and vehicles, all of which were in short supply. Italian raw material stockpiles helped prevent bottlenecks that had hindered output in both Germany and other occupied countries until late in 1944.

The German war effort also benefited from control of northern Italy's rich agricultural regions, especially the fertile Po Valley. A German survey of Italian agricultural surpluses reported on 2 September 1943 that northern Italy could supply 249,180 tons of rice, 76,900 tons of corn (Mais), and 165,700 tons of potatoes. This massive surplus meant that Germany could supply a good portion of its agricultural needs from northern Italy, feed its troops fighting there, and release German farmers either to fight or produce arms. A steady stream of agricultural produce flowed from the provinces of upper Italy to Germany and to Wehrmacht forces fighting in occupied Italy. By December 1943, Italian farmers had provided 41,500 tons of rice to Germany. In 1944, Italian fields, orchards, and vineyards supplied wheat, rice, corn, oats, rye, potatoes, sugar, fruit, vegetables, meat, fish, and wine for German consumption. In just the last three months of 1944, food shipments from northern Italy to the Reich totaled approximately 82,500 tons.

The German war economy similarly benefited from the large pool of skilled Italian labor. Italians worked in the factories of northern Italy or as forced labor in Germany. While Nazi labor authorities shipped some skilled Italian laborers from the great industrial belt of northern Italy to Germany, the majority of skilled workers remained in Italian factories producing goods vital to the German war effort until Germany's war economy collapsed during the winter of 1944-1945. Moreover, German authorities employed Italian military internees captured in 1943 as slave labor. Estimates of their numbers have ranged from 600,000 to 1,000,000. Many Italian workers labored under horrible conditions, while internees of the Italian armed forces suffered virtual enslavement as German authorities treated them in the same fashion as Soviet prisoners of war. The difficulties under which internees labored contributed to an estimated 40,000 deaths among them.

The conquest of Italy yielded Germany substantial gains including stockpiles of raw materials, modern industrial plant, large pools of skilled labor, and agricultural production, all located close to the fighting front, which substantially boosted the output of the German war economy. Although optimal performance was never achieved, the occupation and exploitation of Italy more than paid the conquerors' costs.

RESISTANCE

According to Peter Lieberman's "logic of resistance . . . ruthless conquerors should be able to compel the political and economic collaboration of defeated societies at low cost." The German experience in Italy confirms this theoretical assertion in many ways. The occupation of Italy required the use of large numbers of German troops, which found dual employment in both internal security and defense roles. Lieberman's argument that "expectations of liberation - for example - if the occupier is embroiled in a closely fought international war - can heighten resistance and reduce collaboration" also is confirmed by events in Italy. Although Italian resistance increased as it became apparent that Germany was losing the war, the Germans made great gains in return for a security investment that they would have had to make anyway.

Resistance to the war and the costs that it imposed on Italian society began long before the 5 March 1943 workers' strike at the enormous Fiat Mafiori factory complex in Turin, which Mussolini blamed on Italian communists. The strike spread throughout the industrial regions of northern Italy, inspired in part by the loss of large numbers of troops from the Italian Eighth Army in Russia, which turned passive resistance into open opposition to Mussolini's regime. The situation was severe enough to become a topic of discussion at one of Hitler's Führer conferences that month.

After the German takeover, strikes continued. By the fall of 1943, the economic situation for Italian workers had worsened, and strikes were reported in Turin. The issue behind a 17 November 1943 strike by 15,000 workers in two Fiat factories was rationing. Italian workers complained that German authorities had provided too little food and that they encountered problems procuring the rations that they were owed. Moreover, food prices were rising much faster than wages. Price for staples in the Italian diet such as olive oil, beans, and pasta climbed between 300-400 percent during 1944-1945. A similar situation likewise made it all but impossible to obtain clothing or shoes. German administrators wanted to improve the situation and reported that they needed to make sure that workers' canteens had sufficient food to serve for lunches at the factories.

The situation would not improve in 1944. The cost of living in the Italian Social Republic rose from a level of 436 in January to 617 in December.
In early 1944, strikes took on more of a political tone despite protest signs still complaining that Italian workers' rations compared unfavorably with those of other occupied nations. A walkout by 50,000 industrial workers in Genoa escalated into a violent confrontation that led to the shootings of two German officers and the perfunctory execution of eight Italians in reprisal. Only the arrival of armed police reinforcements stabilized the situation.40 Early in March, the work stoppages culminated in a general strike called by the Committee for National Liberation (C.L.N.), which was supported by a million Italian workers who laid down their tools for eight days.44

Leaders of the Italian resistance wished to make the general strike a test of strength with the Germans. Italian partisans halted bus and rail lines in the area, preventing the movement of workers and goods. The Germans responded in kind. Field Marshal Kesselring dispatched troops to northern Italy to support SS units and Italian Fascist militia in arresting and spiriting away labor leaders to quell the demonstrations. Hitler initially demanded the deportation of twenty percent of Italian laborers in northern Italy to Germany, something that Dr. Rudolph Rahn, German Ambassador to Mussolini’s Italian Social Republic, vehemently opposed on the grounds that the resulting decline in war production was exactly what Italian resistance movements wanted. Rahn also feared that Hitler’s repressive policy would cause workers to go over to the partisans in large numbers, something that had not heretofore occurred.46

Beyond the hindrance of strikes, two other factors slowed down industrial recovery. Allied air raids, which Italian industrialists blamed whenever a production shortfall took place, and a growing coal shortage that gripped Italy as it did Germany in the fall and winter of 1944-1945 contributed to the gradual decline of Italian output. Italian workers turned air raids warnings into lengthy pauses in their work, the only effective German response to which was payment of bonuses for workers who remained at their machines during the raids.47 Nonetheless, despite the problems of striking workers, shortages of critical raw materials, and Allied air raids, the Germans did not lose control of Italian industry until the collapse of the German war economy.

**Collapse**

Allied air force leaders finally hit upon the correct manner of attacking the German war economy in September 1944. Air Chief Marshal Sir Arthur Tedder, with the assistance of operational research specialist, Solly Zuckerman, had argued before Operation Overlord that the key to the German war economy was its rail system, which delivered parts to German factories dispersed to render Allied bombing ineffective, and coal, which was the primary fuel used by German homes and industry. Tedder and Zuckerman argued vehemently that only by bombing critical railroad marshaling yards in France, Belgium, and Germany could Allied air forces both paralyze the movement of reinforcements to Normandy and ensure the eventual collapse of the German war economy.48

Tedder and Zuckerman were correct. Sustained attention by Allied bombers to the complex and not easily repaired marshalling yards in September and October 1944 paralyzed the transport of both goods and coal.49 After the war, Albert Speer argued that the collapse of the German rail system ultimately caused the collapse of the vast German war economy. The campaign’s effect upon Italy was immediate and irremediable. German coal deliveries dropped from 273,000 tons in August (forty-seven percent of target) to 100,000 tons in October (forty percent of target).50 In January 1944, 150,000 rail cars had been available for shipping goods. By January 1945, that number had fallen to 41,000.51 By early 1945, fuel and ammunition, already in short supply by the summer of 1944, were no longer shipped from the Reich to Italy. German forces in Italy thereafter relied solely upon Italian production for small arms and ammunition. Although neither rations nor clothing supplies ever entirely disappeared, fuel shortages restricted vehicle traffic to just eighty kilometers movement during the final Allied offensive. When Allies broke finally broke through the German line at Bologna in April 1945, the German Fourteenth Army abandoned all of its equipment. Its sister force, the Tenth Army, lost half its equipment in the helter-skelter rush from Italy.52

It is well worth noting that production in Italy finally halted because of the economic collapse in Germany and resulted from neither the destruction of the Italian industrial base nor resistance to the German occupation. German gains in Italy far exceeded the investment of men and coercive force that maintaining Italian production for the duration of the war.

**Conclusions**

The economic value of northern Italy to the German war effort was enormous. Whether in the form captured weapons used to refit divisions for combat or foodstuffs that fed Germans in the worst days of the war, occupied northern Italy made the vital contribution to the German war effort from 1943 to 1945 still not fully grasped.53 As Germany retreated from the Ukraine, Poland, France, Belgium, and critical border regions such as Silesia and the Saar, the Italian contribution to the German war economy rose proportionally. At the least, it is worth noting that without Italian production, the German armies lighting in Italy could not have sustained their campaigns there. By late 1944 and early 1945, the Italian theater had become autarkic, depending on Italian production alone to continue the conflict.

The German experience seizing and integrating the Italian economy during the Second World War clearly reinforces Peter Liebman’s thesis that a ruthless state can substantially profit from the conquest of modern industrial nations. Lieberman says that some form of collaboration is necessary if
a ruthless state hopes to efficiently exploit a conquered nation. Many Italians cast their lot with the Germans, guided by private interest in maintaining either their assets or their incomes. While this cooperation with Germany might be attributable to the creation of the Italian Social Republic under Mussolini, it quickly became clear to Italians that the new regime retained little control over Italy. When Italian industrialists, workers, and farmers continued production, they fully grasped that Germany would be the prime beneficiary of their efforts.

Is what we learn from the Italian experience in World War II of use today? Recent events in Taiwan, where an attempted assassination of the ruling party leadership threw the island into turmoil and led to threats of intervention by the People’s Republic of China, suggest that the question “Does conquest pay?” is an important one in international relations. Would a Chinese conquest of Taiwan assist this nation in realizing its ambition to assert power as a regional hegemon and/or a global power? While Chinese GDP is currently estimated as the second largest in the world at $5,989,000,000,000, trailing only the United States at $10,450,000,000,000, Taiwan ranks twenty-third at $406,000,000,000 or seven percent of Chinese GDP.44 Given that many Taiwanese already have made major investments in the mainland China economy and share a common nationality with the potential conqueror, the suggestion that the conquest of Taiwan might be economically profitable to the People’s Republic of China is not hard to believe.
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